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Abstract: We study three types of star products in SFT: the ghosts, the twisted ghosts
and the matter. We find that their Neumann coefficients are related to each other in a
compact way which includes the Gross-Jevicki relation between matter and ghost sector:
we explicitly show that the same relation, with a minus sign, holds for the twisted and
nontwisted ghost (which are different but define the same solution). In agreement with
this, we prove that matter and twisted ghost coefficients just differ by a minus sign. As
a consistency check, we also compute the spectrum of the twisted ghost vertices from
conformal field theory and, using equality of twisted and reduced slivers, we derive the
spectrum of the non twisted ghost star.
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1. Introduction
Open Bosonic String Theory is made up with two sectors, the embedding coordinates in
the 26 dimensional target space (which we call the matter), and a bc system with conformal
weights (2,−1) (which we call the ghost).
The second quantized version is known to be Witten String Field Theory [1]. In this the-
ory the interaction between string fields is encoded in the star product which defines an
associative non commutative multiplication in the algebra of string fields.
This theory has lead to a successful study of the process of tachyon condensation [2, 3, 4, 14],
and hence to the identification of a stable vacuum of open string theory.
The theory which is supposed to describe strings around the stable vacuum were postulated
in [7], under the name of “Vacuum String Field Theory”(VSFT). Such theory is formally
identical to Witten’s one, except for the kinetic operator, which is no more the usual BRST
charge, but a c-midpoint insertion. In such a theory the ghost sector is completely decou-
pled from the matter, hence solutions can be found in a factorized form matter ⊗ ghost.
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Such solutions were obtained following two parallel methods: one which is algebraic and is
based on the oscillator expansion of the string field [15, 9, 7, 19], the other is based on the
Boundary Conformal Theory which describes the original unstable D–brane configuration
[8, 21] .
The two approaches, although very different in the formalism, were shown to lead to the
same results, first numerically by level expansion analysis, and then analytically in [20, 12]
by making use of the continuous basis of the star product.
Even if the ghost sector of the theory is decoupled from the matter, nevertheless it is crucial
for the consistency of VSFT, since it is supposed to contain all the tree level dynamics of
open strings at the tachyon vacuum. For this reason a careful study of this sector is needed
in order to understand better what is the physics behind it. One of the aims of this paper
is indeed to shed some light on the ghost star product and its different versions (reduced
and twisted) which have been used in the algebraic and conformal methods.
Moreover, if for the matter the correspondence between algebraic and conformal approach
is quite clear and actually relies on the isomorphism between CFT fields and their Fourier
transformed oscillators, the correspondence in the ghost sector is more subtle since it com-
pares, on the one hand, projectors squeezed states in Siegel gauge build up with oscillators
of the bc system [9] and, on the other hand, projectors surface states in a bc CFT, twisted
by one unit of ghost current [8]; in this way the star product is ghost number preserving
and we can properly define projectors.
Since, when restricted to Siegel gauge, we can define the reduced star product which is
also ghost number preserving, it was then natural to identify the reduced star product on
the algebraic side with the twisted star product on the BCFT side. This is actually not
correct1, as we are going to show, since the two product are different (they have different
Neumann coefficients) but, curiously enough, they define the same sliver-projectors.
The picture which arise at the end of our analysis is that of three star products (matter,
ghost and twisted ghost); each of them can be defined completely from the underlying CFT
and all sliver–like projectors have the same (up to a minus sign) Neumann coefficients. It
is interesting to note that such equality of solutions is implied in a bijective way by the
Gross-Jevicki relation [18] which connects the ghost Neumann coefficients to the matter
ones. Moreover the relevant structures of the matter star product (at least at zero momen-
tum) are completely encoded in the Neumann coefficients of the twisted bc system. This
fact puts the bc CFT (with its twisted variant) in an equivalent position with respect to
the matter.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we briefly recall definitions and properties
of the matter and ghost product from a conformal point of view, as done in [10], then we
perform the twist as in [8] and define properly the twisted star product, which turns out
to be very closely related to the matter product.
In section 3 we determine the relations that connect the three vertices in the game. In
particular we show that the twisted CFT defines, up to a sign, the same coefficients as the
matter.
1We thank L. Rastelli for pointing out this.
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In section 4, after a brief review of matter and ghost algebraic projectors, we derive the
algebraic expression of the twisted sliver and identify it with the sliver–like state in Siegel
gauge, through the Gross–Jevicki relation [18].
Section 5 is devoted to spectral analysis of the 2 star products in the ghost sector: one
of them can be naturally casted in a matrix structure which exhibits a discrete spectrum
consisting of one eigenvalue and one eigenvector (a c midpoint insertion) plus a continuous
spectrum. Here the use of the twisted CFT allows us to derive the continuous spectrum of
the twisted product following the same conformal methods of [13] and equality of twisted
and non twisted slivers leads to the spectrum of the reduced product. 2
2. The three stars
In this section we briefly review the construction of the interaction vertex of matter and
ghost sector. Details will be almost skipped and can be found in [10]
2.1 Matter star
The matter part of the three strings vertex [1, 17, 18] is given by
|V3〉 =
∫
d26p(1)d
26p(2)d
26p(3)δ
26(p(1) + p(2) + p(3)) exp(−E) |0, p〉123 (2.1)
where
E =
3∑
a,b=1

1
2
∑
m,n≥1
ηµνa
(a)µ†
m V
ab
mna
(b)ν†
n +
∑
n≥1
ηµνp
µ
(a)V
ab
0na
(b)ν†
n +
1
2
ηµνp
µ
(a)V
ab
00 p
ν
(b)

 (2.2)
Summation over the Lorentz indices µ, ν = 0, . . . , 25 is understood and η denotes the flat
Lorentz metric. The operators a
(a)µ
m , a
(a)µ†
m denote the non–zero modes matter oscillators
of the a–th string, which satisfy
[a(a)µm , a
(b)ν†
n ] = η
µνδmnδ
ab, m, n ≥ 1 (2.3)
p(r) is the momentum of the a–th string and |0, p〉123 ≡ |p(1)〉 ⊗ |p(2)〉 ⊗ |p(3)〉 is the tensor
product of the Fock vacuum states relative to the three strings. |p(a)〉 is annihilated by
the annihilation operators a
(a)µ
m and it is eigenstate of the momentum operator pˆ
µ
(a) with
eigenvalue pµ(a). The normalization is
〈p(a)| p′(b)〉 = δabδ26(p+ p′) (2.4)
The conformal definition of the vertex starts with the gluing functions
fa(za) = α
2−af(za) , a = 1, 2, 3 (2.5)
2On the same day the paper [27] appeared, with some overlapping with our results.
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where
f(z) =
(1 + iz
1− iz
) 2
3
(2.6)
α = e
2pii
3
The interaction vertex is defined by a correlation function on the disk in the following way∫
ψ ∗ φ ∗ χ = 〈f1 ◦ ψ(0) f2 ◦ φ(0) f3 ◦ χ(0)〉 = 〈V3|ψ〉1|φ〉2|χ〉3 (2.7)
Now we consider the string propagator at two generic points of this disk. The Neumann
coefficients Nabnm are nothing but the Fourier modes of the propagator with respect to the
original coordinates za. We shall see that such Neumann coefficients are related in a simple
way to the standard three strings vertex coefficients. Here we will deal only with the zero
momentum vertex, which is the one which is strictly connected to the (twisted) ghost
vertex.
The Neumann coefficients Nabmn are given by [5]
Nabmn = 〈V3|α(a)−nα(b)−m|0〉123 = −
1
nm
∮
dz
2πi
∮
dw
2πi
1
zn
1
wm
f ′a(z)
1
(fa(z)− fb(w))2 f
′
b(w) (2.8)
where the contour integrals are understood around the origin. It is easy to check that
Nabmn = N
ba
nm
Nabmn = (−1)n+mN bamn (2.9)
Nabmn = N
a+1,b+1
mn
In the last equation the upper indices are defined mod 3.
Let us consider the decomposition
Nabnm =
1
3
√
nm
(
Cnm + α¯
a−bUnm + α
a−bU¯nm
)
(2.10)
After some algebra one gets
Cnm =
−1√
nm
∮
dz
2πi
∮
dw
2πi
1
zn
1
wm
( 1
(1 + zw)2
+
1
(z − w)2
)
(2.11)
Unm =
−1
3
√
nm
∮
dz
2πi
∮
dw
2πi
1
zn
1
wm
(f2(w)
f2(z)
+ 2
f(z)
f(w)
)( 1
(1 + zw)2
+
1
(z − w)2
)
U¯nm =
−1
3
√
nm
∮
dz
2πi
∮
dw
2πi
1
zn
1
wm
( f2(z)
f2(w)
+ 2
f(w)
f(z)
)( 1
(1 + zw)2
+
1
(z − w)2
)
The integrals can be directly computed in terms of the Taylor coefficients of f . The result
is
Cnm = (−1)nδnm (2.12)
Unm =
1
3
√
nm
m∑
l=1
l
[
(−1)nBn−lBm−l + 2bn−lbm−l(−1)m
−(−1)n+lBn+lBm−l − 2bn+lbm−l(−1)m+l
]
(2.13)
U¯nm = (−1)n+mUnm (2.14)
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where we have set
f(z) =
∞∑
k=0
bkz
k
f2(z) =
∞∑
k=0
Bkz
k, i.e. Bk =
k∑
p=0
bpbk−p (2.15)
Using the integral representation (2.12) one can prove [10]
∞∑
k=1
UnkUkm = δnm,
∞∑
k=1
U¯nkU¯km = δnm (2.16)
In order to make contact with the standard notations (for example [7]) we define 3
V abnm = (−1)n+m
√
nmNabnm (2.17)
and
M = CV 11
M+ = CV
12 (2.18)
M− = CV
21
Using (2.16), together with the decomposition (2.10), it is easy to establish the following
linear and non linear relations (written in matrix notation).
M +M+ +M− = 1
M2 +M2+ +M
2
− = 1
M3+ +M
3
− = 2M
3 − 3M2 + 1
M+M− = M
2 −M (2.19)
[M,M±] = 0
[M+,M−] = 0
2.2 Ghost star
To start with we define, in the ghost sector, the vacuum states |0ˆ〉 and |0˙〉 as follows
|0ˆ〉 = c0c1|0〉, |0˙〉 = c1|0〉 (2.20)
where |0〉 is the usual SL(2,R) invariant vacuum. Using bpz conjugation
cn → (−1)n+1c−n, bn → (−1)n−2b−n, |0〉 → 〈0| (2.21)
one can define conjugate states.
3The factor (−1)n+m is there because these coefficients refer to the Ket vertex |V3〉, so bpz is needed.
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The three strings interaction vertex is defined, as usual, as a squeezed operator acting
on three copies of the bc Hilbert space
〈V˜3| = 1〈0ˆ| 2〈0ˆ| 3〈0ˆ|eE˜ , E˜ =
3∑
a,b=1
∞∑
n,m
c(a)n N˜
ab
nmb
(b)
m (2.22)
Under bpz conjugation
|V˜3〉 = eE˜′ |0ˆ〉1|0ˆ〉2|0ˆ〉3, E˜′ = −
3∑
a,b=1
∞∑
n,m
(−1)n+mc(a) †n N˜abnmb(b) †m (2.23)
To make the propagator SL(2,R) we have to insert three c zero modes at points ξi [5]
〈b(z)c(w)〉 = 1
z − w
3∏
i=1
w − ζi
z − ζi (2.24)
So we get
N˜abnm = 〈V˜3|b(a)−nc(b)−m|0˙〉123 (2.25)
=
∮
dz
2πi
∮
dw
2πi
1
zn−1
1
wm+2
(f ′a(z))
2 −1
fa(z)− fb(w)
3∏
i=1
fb(w)− fi(0)
fa(z)− fi(0) (f
′
b(w))
−1
It is straightforward to check that
N˜abnm = N˜
a+1,b+1
nm (2.26)
and (by letting z → −z, w → −w)
N˜abnm = (−1)n+mN˜ banm (2.27)
As in the matter case, we consider the decomposition
N˜abnm =
1
3
(C˜nm + α¯
a−bU˜nm + α
a−b ¯˜Unm) (2.28)
After some algebra one finds
C˜nm =
∮
dz
2πi
∮
dw
2πi
1
zn+1
1
wm+1
( 1
1 + zw
− w
w − z
)
U˜nm =
∮
dz
2πi
∮
dw
2πi
1
zn+1
1
wm+1
f(z)
f(w)
( 1
1 + zw
− w
w − z
)
(2.29)
¯˜
Unm =
∮
dz
2πi
∮
dw
2πi
1
zn+1
1
wm+1
f(w)
f(z)
( 1
1 + zw
− w
w − z
)
It is easy to show that
¯˜
Unm = (−1)n+mU˜nm (2.30)
As discussed in detail in [10] the evaluation of these integrals is sensible to radial ordering
in the (n,−n), components. We fix the ambiguity by setting
N˜aa−1,1 = N˜
aa
1,−1 = 0, N˜
aa
0,0 = 1. (2.31)
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Which corresponds to
C˜NM = (−1)NδNM N,M ≥ 0 (2.32)
U˜NM = (−1)MbN bM + (−1)M
M∑
l=1
(bN−lbM−l + (−1)lbN+lbM−l) (2.33)
where the bn’s have been defined in (2.15). The reason for this is that we get the funda-
mental identity ∑
K=0
U˜NKU˜KM = δNM (2.34)
As for the matter case we will consider from now on the coefficients of the Ket vertex
VabNM = −(−1)n+mN˜abNM (2.35)
Then we define
Y = CV11
Y+ = CV12
Y− = CV21
From (2.34) we obtain the linear and non linear relations
Y + Y+ + Y− = 1
Y2 + Y2+ + Y2− = 1
Y3+ + Y3− = 2Y3 − 3Y2 + 1
Y+Y− = Y2 − Y (2.36)
[Y,Y±] = 0
[Y+,Y−] = 0
Note that the matrices Y have the structure
Y =
(
1 0
~y Y
)
(2.37)
Y± =
(
0 0
~y± Y±
)
(2.38)
The “small” matrices Y, Y± are the coefficients of the reduced star product ∗b0 , defined as
A ∗b0 B = b0(A ∗B) (2.39)
From (2.37) the following properties of “small” matrices and column vectors relative to the
b0 modes (hence excluded from the reduced product) are inherited
Y + Y+ + Y− = 1
~y + ~y+ + ~y− = 0
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Y 2 + Y 2+ + Y
2
− = 1
(1 + Y )~y + Y+~y+ + Y−~y− = 0
Y 3+ + Y
3
− = 2Y
3 − 3Y 2 + 1
Y 2+~y+ + Y
2
−~y− = (2Y
2 − Y − 1)~y (2.40)
Y+Y− = Y
2 − Y
[Y, Y±] = 0
[Y+, Y−] = 0
Y+~y− = Y ~y = Y−~y+
−Y±~y = (1− Y )~y±
To end this paragraph we mention the important fact that in order to use big matrices in
practical computation, one has to enlarge the zero mode sector, in order to disentangle the
non-anticommuting oscillators (b0, c0). This technique is explained in detail in [10].
2.3 The twisted star
In [8] another type of star-product is considered. It represents the gluing condition in a
twisted conformal field theory of the ghost system. The twist is done by subtracting to the
stress tensor one unit of derivative of the ghost current
T ′(z) = T (z)− ∂jgh(z) (2.41)
This redefinition changes the conformal weight of the bc fields from (2,-1) to (1,0). It
follows that the background charge is shifted from -3 to -1. As a consequence, in order not
to have vanishing correlation functions, we have to fix only one c zero-mode. In particular,
the SL(2,R)–invariant propagator of the bc system is
〈b(z)c(w)〉′ = 1
z − w
w − ξ
z − ξ (2.42)
where ξ is one fixed point.
In [8] it was shown that the usual product can be obtained from the twisted one by inserting
a ngh = 1–operator at the midpoint which, on singular states like the sliver, can be identified
with a c–midpoint insertion. This implies that, on such singular projectors, the twisted
product can be identified with the reduced one.
The twisted ghost Neumann coefficients are then defined to be4
N˜ ′abnm =
∮
dz
2πi
∮
dw
2πi
1
zn
1
wm+1
f ′a(z)
−1
fa(z)− fb(w)
fb(w)
fa(z)
=
∮
dz
2πi
∮
dw
2πi
1
zn
1
wm+1
4i
3
1
1 + z2
α¯bf(w)
α¯af(z)− α¯bf(w) (2.43)
As in (2.25) these coefficients refer to the Bra vertex, the corresponding coefficients for the
Ket vertex are
V˜ ′abnm = −(−1)n+mN˜ ′abnm (2.44)
4We put, for simplicity, ξ = fa(i) = 0
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We will see in the next section how to compute such coefficients using previous results.
This will lead to interesting connections with the other star-products.
3. Relations among the stars
In this section we will show how the stars products defined above are related to each other.
In particular we will show the explicit relations which connect all the Neumann coefficients
in the game, so at the end the three star products are homeomorphic and in this sense can
be considered equivalent.
3.1 Twisted ghosts vs Matter
The commuting matter Neumann coefficients which appear in (2.19) are given by
Mabnm = −
(−1)m√
nm
∮
dz
2πi
∮
dw
2πi
1
zn
1
wm
f ′a(z)
1
(fa(z)− fb(w))2 f
′
b(w) (3.1)
We can rewrite them as
Mabnm = −
(−1)m√
nm
∮
dz
2πi
∮
dw
2πi
1
zn
1
wm
f ′a(z)∂w
1
fa(z)− fb(w)
= −(−1)m
√
m
n
∮
dz
2πi
∮
dw
2πi
1
zn
1
wm+1
f ′a(z)
fa(z)− fb(w) (3.2)
where we have integrated by part to respect the variable w. Now, recalling
f ′a(z) =
4i
3
1
1 + z2
α2−af(z) , (3.3)
we obtain
Mabnm = −(−1)m
√
m
n
∮
dz
2πi
∮
dw
2πi
1
zn
1
wm+1
4i
3
1
1 + z2
α¯af(z)
α¯af(z)− α¯bf(w) (3.4)
Let us now consider the corresponding twisted ghost Neumann coefficients
Y ′abnm = (CV˜
′ab)nm
= (−1)m
∮
dz
2πi
∮
dw
2πi
1
zn
1
wm+1
f ′a(z)
(fa(z)− fb(w))
fb(w)
fa(z)
= (−1)m
∮
dz
2πi
∮
dw
2πi
1
zn
1
wm+1
4i
3
1
1 + z2
α¯bf(w)
(α¯af(z)− α¯bf(w)) (3.5)
This coefficients are not symmetric if we exchange n with m, however we can easily sym-
metrize them by the use of the matrix Enm =
√
nδnm
Y ′ab → E−1Y ′abE (3.6)
It is now easy to show the following
(E−1Y ′abE)nm +M
ab
nm = (−1)m
√
m
n
∮
dz
2πi
∮
dw
2πi
1
zn
1
wm+1
4i
3
1
1 + z2
(α¯bf(w)− α¯af(z))
(α¯af(z)− α¯bf(w))
= −(−1)m
√
m
n
∮
dz
2πi
∮
dw
2πi
1
zn
1
wm+1
4i
3
1
1 + z2
= 0 (3.7)
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the last equality holding since there are no poles for n,m ≥ 1.
So we obtain
E−1Y ′abE = −Mab (3.8)
a remarkable relation between twisted ghost and matter vertices, which is the same re-
lation that holds in the four-string vertex between the non-twisted ghost and the matter
Neumann coefficients [18]. This relation proves also that the ghost integral is independent
of the background charge, for n,m ≥ 1: the matter integral, indeed, can be seen as the
ghost integral without the background charge5. As a consequence of the relation with the
matter coefficients we can derive all the relevant properties of the twisted ghost Neumann
coefficients, by simply taking the matter results (2.19) and changing the sign in odd powers.
Y ′ + Y ′+ + Y
′
− = −1
Y ′2 + Y ′2+ + Y
′2
− = 1
Y ′3+ + Y
′3
− = 2Y
′3 + 3Y ′2 − 1
Y ′+Y
′
− = Y
′2 + Y ′ (3.9)
[Y ′, Y ′±] = 0
[Y ′+, Y
′
−] = 0
3.2 Twisted vs Reduced
The relation between the twisted and non-twisted ghost Neumann coefficients can now be
obtained using the previous relation
Y ′ = −EME−1 (3.10)
and the Gross-Jevicki relation [18]6
Y = E
−M
1 + 2M
E−1 (3.13)
between matter and non-twisted ghosts. So, finally, we have
Y =
Y ′
1− 2Y ′ (3.14)
or
Y ′ =
Y
1 + 2Y
(3.15)
This relation is also strictly related to the equality of solutions between the ghost sliver
constructed from the twisted CFT and the non-twisted one [20]. Indeed, it is possible to
derive such relation from the equality of ghost algebraic slivers, as we will see in the next
section.
5The independence of the background charge is also crucial to prove N˜ ′ab = CN˜ ′baC
6This relation, as noted in [16] contains the map
P (z) =
−z
1 + 2z
(3.11)
which is a PSL(2,R) transformation that squares to itself
P ◦ P (z) = z (3.12)
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4. Slivers
In this section we review the algebraic derivation of the sliver state in matter and ghost
sector. Then we compute algebraically the slivers in the twisted ghost sector and show how
identity of such states is implied by the relations (3.14) between the Neumann coefficients
in the game.
4.1 Matter sliver and Ghost solution
The projection equation in the matter sector
|ψ〉m = |ψ〉m ∗m |ψ〉m (4.1)
can be solved as in [15, 19], by the ansatz
|ψ〉m = Nm exp

 ∑
n,m≥1
a†nSnma
†
m

 |0〉 (4.2)
S = CSC (4.3)
where
T = CS =
1
2M
(
1 +M −
√
(1−M)(1 + 3M)
)
(4.4)
The ghost equation of motion is
Q|ψ〉g + |ψ〉g ∗g |ψ〉g = 0 (4.5)
This equation is easy to solve if we use big matrices in order to handle at the same time
both zero and non zero modes (see [10] ). The relevant results are
|ψ〉g = N˜g exp

 ∑
n,m≥1
c†nS˜nmb
†
m

 |0˙〉 (4.6)
T˜ = CS˜ =
1
2Y
(
1 + Y −
√
(1− Y )(1 + 3Y )
)
(4.7)
Q = c0 + ~f · (~c+ C~c†) (4.8)
~f =
~y
1− Y (4.9)
Using the integral representations (2.29) one can actually prove that Q is a midpoint
insertion [10, 12]
Q = c0 +
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n(c2n + c−2n) = 1
2i
(c(i)− c(−i)) (4.10)
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4.2 The twisted sliver in the algebraic approach
We have seen that the Neumann coefficients of the star product in the twisted CFT coin-
cides to (minus) the matter ones at zero momentum. This implies that we can solve the
algebraic equation for projectors, as for the usual ghost star product, but now using the
linear and non linear relations (3.9).
So we impose the projector equation
|S〉′ = |S〉′ ∗′ |S〉′ (4.11)
with the ansatz
|S〉′ = N exp

 ∑
n,m≥1
c†nS
′
nmb
†
m

 |0′〉 (4.12)
we can safely follow the non twisted case [9, 10] and arrive at the equation
T ′ = CS′ = Y ′ + (Y ′+, Y
′
−)
1
1− Σ′V ′Σ
′
(
Y ′−
Y ′+
)
(4.13)
where
Σ′ =
(
T ′ 0
0 T ′
)
, V ′ =
(
Y ′ Y ′+
Y ′− Y
′
)
.
using the properties (5.37) we obtain the algebraic equation
(T ′ + 1)(−Y ′T ′2 + (1− Y ′)T ′ − Y ′) = 0 (4.14)
which, apart from the trivial solution T ′ = −1, gives7
T ′ = CS′ =
1
2Y ′
(
1− Y ′ −
√
(1 + Y ′)(1− 3Y ′)
)
(4.15)
It is interesting to compare it with the algebraic projector w.r.t. the reduced product
T˜ =
1
2Y
(
1 + Y −
√
(1− Y )(1 + 3Y )
)
(4.16)
The equality of this two solutions holds if and only if the following relation between twisted
and non twisted Neumann coefficients is obeyed
Y ′ =
Y
1 + 2Y
(4.17)
which is exactly (3.14). This shows that equality of solution in VSFT is equivalent to the
statement (3.13) which, on the other hand, have its explanation via the 4-string vertex [18].
It would be interesting then to explore further the relations (if any) between matter and
ghost in the 4–string vertex and matter and twisted ghost in the conformal–three–string
vertex.
7As usual we choose the square root branch cut which doesn’t have divergence as Y ′ → 0.
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5. Diagonalization
In this section we compute the spectrum of the twisted product and verify that is related to
the matter one by (3.10). Then we do the same thing on the usual ghost product. In this
case the diagonalization of “big” matrices can be carried over in two step. First we block
diagonalize them isolating completely the (0,0) component: this will determine a sort of
discrete spectrum. Second we diagonalize the internal (small) matrices, using the results
from the twisted CFT, in order to find the usual continuous spectrum.8
5.1 Diagonalization of the twisted product
Knowing the fact that twisted Neumann coefficients can be easily symmetrized to take the
form of (minus) the matter Neumann coefficients, we have for free the eigenvalues. However
we would like to show, as a consistency check, that we can derive the twisted spectrum
by purely conformal considerations, following the lines of [13] but now using the twisted
conformal field theory of the ghost system. As we have seen before, the twist is done as
T ′(z) = T (z)− ∂jgh(z) (5.1)
leading to
L′n = Ln + njn + δn0 (5.2)
where
Ln = −
∞∑
k=−∞
(2n − k) : cn−kbk : (5.3)
jn =
∞∑
k=−∞
: cn−kbk :
To find the eigenvectors of Y we consider the ∗′ algebra derivation
K ′1 = L
′
1 + L
′
−1 (5.4)
and then we use the same formal arguments of [13]. The main difference here is that K ′1
acts on b and c oscillator in a different but complementary way, due to their (twisted)
conformal properties
[K ′1, cn] = −(n+ 1)cn+1 − (n− 1)cn−1 (5.5)
[K ′1, bn] = −n bn+1 − n bn−1 (5.6)
We can have c-type vectors vn, as well as b-type vectors wn, so K1 has two different matrix
representations. If we act on c oscillators we get
[K ′1, vncn] = (K
(c)v) · c
K(c)nm = −(m+ 1)δn,m+1 − (m− 1)δn,m−1 (5.7)
8The topic of ghost spectroscopy in Siegel gauge was also treated in [23, 24, 26]
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If we act on b oscillators we get
[K ′1, wnbn] = (K
(b)v) · b− w1b0
K(b)nm = −mδn,m+1 −mδn,m−1 (5.8)
These two matrices transpose to each other and obey
K(c) = K(b) T = A−1K(b)A (5.9)
in particular they share eigenvalues. The matrix A is defined to be
Anm = nδnm (5.10)
We shall begin by diagonalizing K(c) and determine its eigenvectors.
K(c) vκ = κ vκ (5.11)
In order to do so we map this algebraic problem in a differential one, by defining the
generating function
fvκ(z) =
∞∑
n=1
vκnz
n (5.12)
so that
vκn =
∮
0
dz
2πi
1
zn+1
fvκ(z) (5.13)
With trivial manipulations we find that (5.11) is equivalent to
(
−(1 + z2) d
dz
− (z − 1
z
)
)
fvκ(z) = κ fvκ(z) (5.14)
which is easily integrated to give
fvκ(z) =
z
z2 + 1
e−κ tan
−1 z (5.15)
where we have chosen the overall normalization in order to vκ1 = 1. As usual κ is a
continuous parameter spanning all the real axis.
To find the b-eigenvectors it is worth noting that K(b) is the same as in the matter case
[13], so we simply get the result
fwκ(z) =
1
k
(1− e−κ tan−1 z) (5.16)
As a consistency check note that due to (5.9) c-eigenvectors are related to b-eigenvectors
by
vκn = nw
κ
n (5.17)
which in functional language reads
fvκ(z) = z
d
dz
fwκ(z) (5.18)
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It is trivial to check that this relation is identically satisfied.
Once the spectrum of K ′1 is found, in order to find the spectrum of Y , we begin by
considering the algebra of wedge states in the twisted CFT. A wedge state can be defined
as
|N〉′ = (|0〉′)N−1
∗′
= N ′N exp

 ∞∑
n,m=1
c†n (CT
′
N )nm b
†
m

 |0〉′ (5.19)
These states satisfy the relation
|N + 1〉′ = |N〉′ ∗′ |0〉′ (5.20)
Following the same formal arguments of [25], we can write all TN in function of the sliver
matrix T 9
T ′N =
T ′ − T ′N−1
1− T ′N (5.21)
In particular we have
T ′2 = 0 (5.22)
T ′3 = Y
′ (5.23)
T ′∞ = T
′ (5.24)
actually the last equation is well defined for |T | ≤ 1, we will see a posteriori that the
eigenvalues of T lie on the interval (0, 1].
Such wedge states can be defined as surface states in the twisted CFT [8]. Given a
string field |φ〉 = φ′(0)|0〉′ the wedge state |N〉 can be defined as10
′〈N |φ〉 = 〈fN ◦ φ(0)〉′ (5.25)
where the generating function of the surface state is given by
fN(z) =
N
2
tan
(
2
N
tan−1 z
)
(5.26)
Now we consider the state |2+ ǫ〉′. This state can be given a representation in terms of the
twisted Virasoro generators as [6]
|B〉′ = exp (ǫV−) |0〉′ = |0〉′ + ǫV ′−|0〉′ +O(ǫ2) (5.27)
V− =
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n 1
(2n − 1)(2n + 1)L
′
−2n (5.28)
9Note the change of signs with respect to [25], they come out from the differences in the algebraic linear
and non linear properties of the Neumann coefficients of the twisted CFT
10In the brackets insertion of the c0 0 mode is intended, since all oscillators in the game start from the 1
component, we don’t have any ambiguity
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Using the explicit form of the twisted Virasoro generators
L′n = −
∞∑
k=−∞
(n− k) : cn−kbk : (5.29)
we can find the relevant Neumann coefficients of the state |2 + ǫ〉′
|2 + ǫ〉′ = exp

ǫ
∞∑
n,m=1
c†n (CB
′)nm b
†
m

 |0〉′ = |0〉′ + ǫ
∞∑
n,m=1
c†n (CB
′)nm b
†
m|0〉′ +O(ǫ2)
(5.30)
the B′nm coefficients can be computed by comparing (5.30) with (5.28), we get
B′nm =
1
2
(
1 + (−1)n+m) (−1)
n−m
2 n
(n+m)2 − 1 (5.31)
This coefficient is made diagonal with c-type eigenvectors
∞∑
m=1
B′nmv
κ
m =
∞∑
m=1
B′nmm w
κ
m = β
′(κ)vκn = β
′(κ)n wκn (5.32)
Now take n = 1, all goes the same way as [13], except for a minus sign in the definition
(5.31)
β′(κ) =
1
2
piκ
2
sinh piκ2
(5.33)
From B′-eigenvalues we can find out the eigenvalues of the twisted sliver τ ′(k), by inverting
the relation (5.21) at N = 2 + ǫ
B′ =
T ′ log(T ′)
1− T ′ (5.34)
which is bijective in the range T ∈ (0, 1], in so doing we get
τ ′(k) = e−
pi|κ|
2 (5.35)
Then we can use the twisted wedge states formula at N = 3 to get the eigenvalues of Y ′,
which we call y′(κ)
y′(κ) =
τ ′(k)− τ ′(k)2
1− τ ′(k)3 =
1
2 cosh piκ2 + 1
(5.36)
To find the spectrum of the other two coefficients Y ′± we use the relations
Y ′ + Y ′+ + Y
′
− = −1
Y ′+Y
′
− = Y
′2 + Y ′
solving them for Y ′± we get
Y ′± = −
1
2
(
1 + Y ′ ∓
√
(1− 3Y ′)(1 + Y ′)
)
= −1 + cosh
piκ
2 ± sinh piκ2
2 cosh piκ2 + 1
(5.37)
As expected they are exactly the opposite of the matter ones
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5.2 Block diagonalization of non twisted star
Let’s rewrite for the sake of clarity the general form of the matrices defining the usual ghost
product
Y =
(
1 0
~y Y
)
(5.38)
Y± =
(
0 0
~y± Y±
)
(5.39)
The (0, 0) component isolates one eigenvalue for each matrix
eig[Y] = 1⊕ eig[Y ] (5.40)
eig[Y±] = 0⊕ eig[Y±] (5.41)
It is then straightforward to find the eigenvector relative to these eigenvalues, this is
achieved by block diagonalizing such matrices
Yˆ =
(
1 0
0 Y
)
(5.42)
Yˆ± =
(
0 0
0 Y±
)
(5.43)
with the change of basis
Yˆ(±) = Z−1Y(±)Z (5.44)
Z =
(
1 0
~f 1
)
(5.45)
Z−1 =
(
1 0
−~f 1
)
(5.46)
where
~f =
1
1− Y ~y = −
1
Y±
~y± (5.47)
The equality of the last expressions is a simple consequence of (2.40). Note that the
eigenvector we find is the same which defines the kinetic operator Q as a c midpoint
insertion 11 . Since the equation (5.47) has the solution (4.10), it might seem that (Y, Y±)
(small matrices) cannot have the eigenvalues (1, 0), this is actually not true because (5.47)
is not a relation in the full Hilbert space, but only in its twist-even subspace. As we will
see the (1, 0) eigenvalues will have a corresponding one twist odd eigenvector, contrary
with all the other eigenvalues which will have eigenvectors of both twist parity. The linear
transformation (5.45) induces the following redefinition of the bc oscillators.
c˜0 = c0 +
∑
n≥1
fn(cn + (−1)nc†n) = Q (5.48)
c˜n = cn n 6= 0 (5.49)
b˜0 = b0 (5.50)
b˜n = −fnb0 + bn n 6= 0 (5.51)
11This, from a different point of view, was also note in [11]
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where we have defined (f−n ≡ fn). This is an equivalent representation of the bc system12
{b˜N , c˜M} = δN+M N,M = −∞, ..., 0, ...,∞ (5.52)
Block diagonalization of big matrices has then lead to the discovery of a twist even eigen-
vector with non vanishing 0–component. This eigenvector is not visible in Siegel gauge
and, as we have seen, it corresponds to the midpoint of the (ghost part of the) string.
5.3 Diagonalization of the reduced product
Once we know the spectrum of the twisted product we can use the equality of the twisted
sliver and the reduced sliver (i.e. sliver in Siegel gauge) to directly compute the spectrum
of the reduced Neumann coefficients. Here again we can define “wedge”-states as
|N〉 = (|0˙〉)N−1
∗b0
= NN exp

 ∞∑
n,m=1
c†n (CTN )nm b
†
m

 |0˙〉 (5.53)
Which are defined by
|N + 1〉 = |N〉 ∗b0 |0˙〉 (5.54)
The Neumann coefficients TN , are given by
13
TN =
T + (−T )N−1
1− (−T )N (5.55)
In particular we have
T2 = 0 (5.56)
T3 = Y (5.57)
T∞ = T = T
′ (5.58)
The last equality follows from the fact that the twisted sliver is identical to the reduced
sliver in Siegel gauge. We recall here that the name “wedge states” is somehow misleading,
since this states cannot be interpreted as surface state in the non twisted CFT, this is so
because the star product in the usual CFT increase the ghost number (as opposed to the
twisted star product). In this sense these states can be properly defined only algebraically
via the reduced product.
At N = 3, we get the eigenvalues of Y , y(κ), from the eigenvalues of T = T ′ (5.35)
y(κ) =
1
2 cosh piκ2 − 1
(5.59)
Using (2.40) we obtain the spectrum for the Neumann coefficients Y±, which we call y±(κ)
y±(κ) =
cosh piκ2 ± sinh piκ2 − 1
2 cosh piκ2 − 1
(5.60)
12In order to prove this, twist invariance of ~f is crucial (C ~f = ~f)
13The expression is formally identical to the matter case, this is so because the linear and non linear
properties of the reduced Neumann coefficients are isomorphic to the matter.
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6. Conclusions
In this paper we have shown how the zero momentum sector of the matter and the Siegel
gauge part of the ghosts are related by a twist in the CFT of the bc system.
The fact that the ghost vertex is related to the matter sector is not a novelty and is known
since [18], however this correspondence was shown there indirectly via the 4–strings vertex.
We have indeed proven that this correspondence can be understood by the twist of the bc
system and the equality of the twisted sliver and the sliver in Siegel gauge. We have, in
particular, showed that the twisted CFT defines exactly the matter Neumann coefficients
up to a minus sign. The “physical” meaning of this deep relation (which connects two very
different CFT’s, one of second order and the other of first order) is probably related to the
fact that the ghosts eliminate the unphysical degrees of freedom of the string, so it can be
expected that there exists a representation of them in which they are isomorphic to the
non dynamical DF of the matter. This representation is the twist where the central charge
is −2, the opposite of two light–cone matter directions.
The slivers of the three sectors are the same (up to signs and symmetrizing factors), even
though they are defined from star products which are manifestly different. This can possi-
bly be traced back to the fact that these projectors exhibit a singular geometry [22] and,
in this sense, are insensitive of the underlying CFT. It would be interesting to see if such
equality still holds for more general and less singular projectors like the butterflies and
others studied in [21].
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